Q.1  How do I submit my proposal?
A.1  You can submit your proposal through the submission links of the request for research proposals page.

Q.2  Should the paper also contain the researcher’s understanding of how to bring in structural transformations to reverse any such identified adverse trend/s in the available database?
A.2  This question may need some further clarification. In any case, an understanding of how structural change interacts with some identified trends should transpire from the proposal.

Q.3  Is it possible for a person to apply twice with two proposals?
A.3  Yes.

Q.4  Does research on COVID-19 response in Cameroon fall under the proposal scope?
A.4  This topic is outside the focus of this call unless there is a clear and convincing link to structural change.

Q.5  Can I amend the given titles as to my phrasing?
A.5  Yes.

Q.6  Am I only allowed to use the Variables and Sectors that was detailed on the UNU WIDER - ETD website or may I use my own variables and sectors that of my country’s context?
A.6  We welcome extensions of the countries included in ETD in the context of a specific research question. Adding additional variables to the analysis is possible.

Q.7  When I will finish the first draft of my project proposal, am I only allowed to submit through the page prepared on the upper left-hand side of the website or through another way?
A.7  Please submit your proposal through the submission link.
Q.8   Does research on resettlement programs fall under the proposal scope?
A.8   This topic is outside the focus of this call unless there is a clear and convincing link to structural change.

Q.9   Can a research proposal focus on one region of the database (e.g. Sub-Saharan Africa) or is it preferable to include all of them regarding the scope of the call?
A.9   Yes, the research can focus on one region or even one country. You can, but it is not necessary to include all regions.

Q.10  Is there a template for the expected format of the proposal?
A.10  Unfortunately, we don’t have a template.